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ABSTRACT
We explore a variety of network models describing transmission across a network. In particular we focus on
transmission across composite networks, or “networks of networks”, in which a finite number of networked objects
are then themselves connected together into a network.
In a disease context we introduce two interrelated viruses to hosts on a network, to model the infection
of hosts in a classroom situation, with high rates of infection within a classroom, and lower rates of infection
between classrooms. The hosts can be either susceptible to infection, infected, or recovering from each virus.
During the infection stage and recovery stage there is some level of cross-immunity to related viruses. We explore
the effects of immunizing sections of the community on transmission through social networks.
In a stock market context we introduce memes, or virus-like ideas into a virtual agent-based model of a stock
exchange. By varying the parameters of the individual traders and the way in which they are connected we are
able to show emergent behaviour, including boom and bust cycles.
Keywords: small world networks, financial modeling, viruses
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. SIRS model
An SIRS “household” model describes the spread of an infectious agent through a network with two types of
connections between infectable agents:
1. local connections within a household that have a high probability of infection transmission and
2. connections between households that have a low probability of infection transmission.1
The three states of an SIR model are:
1. Susceptible to infection
2. Infected
3. Recovered / removed (by death or quarantine).
In an SIRS model the agents then move back into a susceptible state due to new strains of the virus being
introduced from an external source or due to the existing virus evolving within the network.
SIS (where the R state is ignored) and SIR household models have been used to analyze infections within
sexual networks2, 3 and computer networks.4 Typically, mean field analysis is used to determine the behaviour
of the systems under varying parameters.5–7
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1.2. Memes
The term “meme” comes from Dawkins,8 and refers to “a unit of cultural transmission, or a unit of imitation.”
A meme can perhaps best be defined as “a viral idea”,9 and this is the one we use. In this paper we consider a
meme to be an idea about the value of a company (as reflected in its stock price) and these memes are spread
through a network. The spread of memes and their effect on the stock market has been explored by Frank, who
based his memes’ values (and hence efficiency of spread via imitation) on the stock price return.10 He found that
if the meme value is based on the return, then only long term fluctuations can be observed, with no explanation
of shorter term fluctuations (such as those seen in “day trading”). Here we are interested in exploring these
fluctuations, and hence we base our memes’ values on their immediate effect on generating profits (or losses).
2. MODEL
2.1. Viruses
We model an entire school of children with grades g and classes in each grade cg. We have several types of
connections:
1. connections within a classroom, such as in Figure 1 where the squares denote students, along which there
is a high probability p1 of infection due to large amounts of time together,
2. connections between friends, both within and between classrooms, but not between students in different
grades,
3. connections between a science teacher and all students of each grade (multiple classes connected together)
that has separate science classes, and
4. connections between all teachers of the school.
All but the first connection are modeled with the same probability p2 of infection due to the similar amount of
time (a class or lunch time) spent together.
The type of connections are either fully connected, that is every person within a classroom connected to every
other person, or connected in terms of a Moore or von Neumann neighbourhood as typically used in cellular
automata. These are shown in Figure 1. When these two types of neighbourhoods are used, the students are
arranged in square classes of size x = √Ncg where Ncg is the size of class cg. For N = x2 we create an
extra row of size N − x2 < x. The probabilities used are shown in Table 1 and have largely been taken from
the literature.11, 12 Probabilities p1 and p2 have been estimated from the data by solving equations 1 and 2
simultaneously repeatedly over the set of times t (thus we gain an understanding of the time evolution of the
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where I is the number of children infected in the class, Io the number of children in the other classes in the grade,
and similarly for N the total number of people in the class, and R is the number of children in the recovery state.
There is a high probability of infection within a class, in line with studies of transmission between children
in close contact in a hospital setting.13
The total probability of a node being infected by virus i in a single time step is given by
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Figure 1. Neighbourhoods typically used in cellular automata. In the Von Neumann neighbourhood (a), every square at
position (x′, y′) is updated based on the states of the cells in the neighbourhood {(x, y) | abs (x − x′) + abs (y − y′) ≤ 1}.
In the Moore neighbourhood (b), every square at position (x′, y′) is updated based on the states of the cells in the
neighbourhood {(x, y) |max (abs (x − x′) , abs (y − y′)) ≤ 1}.
Table 1. Table of probabilities used for the simulation of school data. All variables have a possible range of [0, 1].
Variable Description Default value/range explored
p1 Probability of infection being transmitted from a neighbour in the class x
p2 Probability of infection being transmitted for other connections y
pIR Probability of going from an infectious state to recovered 0.2
pRS Probability of going from the recovered state to susceptible 0.1
pf Probability of a person being friends with another person in the same grade 0.2
η Individual immunity to a virus [0, 1) in steps of 0.05
where αij is the surface protein similarity between viruses i and j, and where δsX is the Kronecker delta function,
δsX =
{
1, s = X
0, otherwise.
(4)
The surface proteins of the virus act as recognition targets for the immune system, thus having a high α means
that getting one of the viruses means the immune system can (with high probability) recognise the other virus.
The matrix [αij ] is a symmetric matrix with αii = 1∀i.
Levels of immunity η vary with the age of the person. We treat students within each grade g as having a
fixed general level of immunity ηg. We are comparing with grades K4, K5 and 1-7. K4 and K5 are kindergarten
classes containing only 4 year olds and 5 year olds, the other grades contain students of a mix of ages (maximum
of a year apart in age. Values of immunity used are ηK4 = 0.0, ηK5 = 0.05, ηteachers = 0.6 and for grades 1 to 7
the immunity is given by
ηx = 0.05 + x16 , x ∈ 1, . . . , 8, (5)
where x is the grade, which seems to be a fit for the school data provided.
2.2. Memes
The market consists of a number of agents (traders) with the following attributes:
• Bank balance in cents (discretized in units of cents).
• Portfolio of stocks, detailing how much stock of each company the agent holds.
• A set of memes, with a maximum of one per listed company per agent.
Each meme contains the following information:
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• Stock price in cents (discretized in units of cents). There is a minimum price of 1c and no maximum price.
The initial stock price is set to a random number (uniform distribution)
[max (1, Sstockname (0) − 100) , Sstockname (0) + 100] where Sx (t) is the stock price of stock x at time t.
• Volume of stocks to trade in. This is initially assigned a number in the range 0-1000 (inclusive, at random
with uniform distribution).
• A counter c to keep track of how many success the meme has generated for the agent in the stock exchange.
This is incremented each time an agent makes a profit and decremented each time it makes a loss. It has
a minimum value of zero.
In order to transmit memes, we must define two things: a network structure, a probability of transmission
of meme along links in the network, and the specific mechanism of copying. For the network structure, we
considered a simple network structure where the network nodes (traders) were initially connected via directed
links with probability p of a directed link from node A to node B. The memes spread only in the direction of the
link. The set of p values we used for networks were {0, 0.5, 1} for networks consisting of a single subgroup of 300
agents. These are shown in Figure 2. We also considered a scenario where the set of 300 agents was divided into
two halves and one half was connected with probability p11 = 0.5, the other group with probability p22 = 1.0
(that is, fully connected) and connections from members of the first to the second group and second to the first
group with probabilities p12 = p21 = 0.2. The copying is done by replacing an existing meme for stock x with a
new meme copied along the link with probability
p (c) =
1
1 + exp (c − 6) , (6)
where c is the counter of the success of the meme as defined above. The function is a simple sigmoid function,
and is thus constrained to be in the range [0, 1] as we require for a probability, and is low probability for low
values of c and high for high values of c. The −6 term is there to shift the function such that it is almost zero
probability for a zero counter.
(a) p = 0 (b) p = 0.5 (c) p = 1
Figure 2. This shows a very simple network of four stock exchange traders, with varying probabilities p of there being
directed links between pairs of traders.
3. METHODS
3.1. SIRS model
To ensure the model is capturing important aspects of real infections in a school situation the model was compared
with actual school data from the Colegio Nueva Granada in Bogota, Colombia, collated by the Universidad de
los Andes. The data consisted of reports of infections in students from grades (years, forms) 1-7 and K4 and K5.
K4 and K5 are kindergarten classes containing only 4 year olds and 5 year olds, the other grades contain students
of a mix of ages (maximum of a year apart in age). Given the duration of infections, and the cold symptoms,
it is most likely the infections were caused by rhinoviruses11, 12 and not bacteria or the influenza virus.13 The
classes were approximately 20 students and there were on average 6 classes per grade. The model has therefore
used a network with exactly 20 students per class and six classes. This needs to be varied in future work to
better capture the actual conditions within each grade. The model directly produces information on the number
of infections per person per ten week period and the numbers of people in each state in each time step.
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3.2. Memes
We simulated the stock market for 100 time steps, using 300 agents. In the first simulation, each agent was given
a random bank balance between 1c and $100. Since we observed inflation and this obscured the other trends (as
discussed further below) we then limited the bank balance to be in the range 1c to $10. To simulate different
dynamics we then used various different connection probabilities (including having two subgroups) to observe
the effect of network structure and the spread of memes in different networks.
4. RESULTS
4.1. SIRS model
In Figures 3 to 6 we plot the number of people in each state over a 10 week period, from the data and our
model with parameters chosen so that the plots are as close (by visual inspection) as possible. A fully connected
network is used, and there is only one virus being spread through the network. As you can see, the results are
similar but different in many ways. This could be due to a number of different causes such as inability to easily
quantitatively match the model parameters to the real data set, the inability to assess the true network structure,
or simply the stochasticity of the model.
4.2. Memes
The results with a connection probability p = 0.5 and bank balances set at random (uniform) in the range 1c–$100
are shown in Figure 7. You can clearly see inflation occurring. Note that although there are three shares used
in all our simulation, only results for the MSFT share are shown, with initial conditions and simulation bearing
no relation to the MSFT share on the NYSE. We then reduced the range to 1c–$10 and varied the connection
probability from p = 0 (Figure 8) to p = 0.5 (Figure 9) and finally p = 1 (Figure 10). Comparing the one at
p = 0.5 to the inflationary scenario shows how reducing the amount of free cash in the economy significantly
reduces inflationary pressure, and allows other stochastic meme effects to be more visible. When the connection
probability is reduced to 0, there is no spread of memes and therefore no chance of any“boom”effects. When this
is increased to 0.5 a boom effect is noticable, and finally with a connection probability p = 1 we are seeing some
interesting dynamics with higher “boom” effects but also some significant falls in the share price. The change
from one main group to two subgroups of traders further as described in Subsection 2.2 accentuates the different
dynamics possible in the spread of memes, and competition between memes gives rise to the sharp boom and
bust cycles shown in Figure 11. A diagram showing the spread of memes can be seen in Figure 12. This shows
that the different subgroups have different dynamics. Investigation of the time-changes of the distributions of
memes (not shown) reveals that one meme usually builds in popularity in one subgroup before spreading to the
other subgroup, by which time the meme has already evolved in the first subgroup.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1. SIRS model
It is difficult to determine any trend at the moment. We would like to show that immunity increases with age.
This seems to be a slight trend in the actual data, when matched with the current model. The current model
does not match accurately enough the initial conditions of class size and number of classes per grade—the effects
we are seeing could simply be due to this. Furthermore, the structure of the friendship cliques could be changing.
We could try and determine this from patterns of infection within a grade, although the data is limited and this
fact presents general problems for drawing strong conclusions. The data for grade K4, Figure 3(b), and seventh
grade, Figure 5(b), show an interesting cycling pattern.
Both the frequency data and the SIR data suggest a similar trend in going from grade K4 to grade K5 and
grade 7 to grade 8 but there is no discernible trend in going from grade K4 all the way up to grade 8. Perhaps
there is a separate virus that goes through the higher grades that have immunity to the first one or the grades
are just simply too “disconnected”, or the data is too incomplete? We need to collect a lot more data in order to
draw general statistical inferences.
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(a) SIRS stages in kindergarten 4 over a 10 week period in
the model.
(b) Actual data of SIRS stages from kindergarten 4 over a 10 week
period.
Figure 3. Plot of number of people in S, I, and R stages over a 10 week period in the data and model for K4 (kindergarten,
age 4) classes. Time is in days for the model, and weeks for the actual data (10 weeks = 70 days total).
Another consideration is simply better and more regular hand washing with higher and more repetition
through education; education has been shown to correlate with transmission of viruses.14 Items for future work
include:
1. Include an incubation state (E).15 Rhinoviruses have a 8-12 hour incubation period during which a person
is infected but incapable of passing on the virus.16 This is not captured in the SIRS model.
2. Make αij a function of time. One possible method is to increment αij if virus i performs worse than the
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(a) SIRS stages in kindergarten 5 over a 10 week period in
the model.
(b) Actual data of SIRS stages from kindergarten 5 over a 10 week
period.
Figure 4. Plot of number of people in S, I, and R stages over a 10 week period in the data and model for K5 classes.
“best” virus j, as measured by total number of infections by virus j.
5.2. Memes
Clearly this model shows the effects of cash in inflation, and shows that reducing spending power is an effective
way of reducing inflation. Boom effects still occur, however, as the price is governed by memes that have no
relation to the underlying dynamics of business but rather due to the success of memes. Similar effects are of
course seen in real life such as the recent IT stock boom where the price of the shares bore little to no relation
to the underlying value, and the continual buying of stock meant more people making money, and this pattern
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(a) SIRS stages in grade 7 over a 10 week period in the
model.
(b) Actual data of SIRS stages from grade 7 over a 10 week
period.
Figure 5. Plot of number of people in S, I, and R stages over a 10 week period in the data and model for grade 7 classes.
was copied until eventually it was unsustainable and prices crashed. This could be built in to the model, where
the value of the meme is a function of how well the other person is doing as a whole. Other ideas for future work
include:
• “Pump and dump” nodes, where one trader actively spreads a meme influencing other traders to buy, in
order to sell their own stock at a higher price
• Agents that spread memes to many other traders, yet they do not trade themselves, thus mimicking
newspapers and other mass media.
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(a) SIRS stages in grade 8 over a 10 week period in the
model.
(b) Actual data of SIRS stages from grade 8 over a 10 week
period.
Figure 6. Plot of number of people in S, I, and R stages over a 10 week period in the data and model for grade 8 classes.
• Algorithms as memes, where rather than the memes being simply information, instead they contain distinct
trading strategies (or mixes of multiple strategies).
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Figure 7. Graphs of the share price and volume traded when the initial bank balance is in the range 1c–$10. Observe
that inflation occurs, compared with the other graphs that show either flat price trends or varying degrees of “booms” due
to the spread of memes.
Figure 8. Graphs of the share price and volume traded when the initial bank balance is in the range 1c–$10 and the social
network is totally disconnected (p = 0). Thus no memes spread and there are no booms or busts, merely fluctuations
about the initial stock price.
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Figure 9. Graphs of the share price and volume traded when the initial bank balance is in the range 1c–$10 and the social
network is totally disconnected (p = 0.5). Thus memes can spread and there is a boom occurring, with some fluctuations.
Figure 10. Graphs of the share price and volume traded when the initial bank balance is in the range 1c–$10 and the
social network is fully connected (p = 1). The social network is large enough that differing sets of memes can start to
occur and we see bust cycles in addition to boom cycles.
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Figure 11. This shows the share price and volume traded when there are two subgroups of traders with different
connection probabilities. The two subgroups (of 150 traders each) are connected with probability p = 0.2 of links from
each group to the other. The differences in memes between the subgroups can diverge such that while one group has a
buy meme, driving the stock price up, the other can initial a set of selling, driving the stock price down to the point where
the other meme becomes unsustainable and then a “bust” or crash occurs. You can also see a region where the memes are
two diverse, which means in the double auction market that no trades occur. Trading is still occurring in the other listed
shares (graphs not shown).
(a) Histograms for subgroup with connectivity p =
0.5.
(b) Histograms for subgroup with connectivity p = 1.
Figure 12. This shows the histograms of the distribution of meme prices, meme volumes, and bank balances at time
step 40 (of 100) for the two subgroups of different connection probabilities. The vertical line in the graphs of the price
distributions is the current market price. The two subgroups (of 150 traders each) are connected with probability p = 0.2
of links from each group to the other. Here you can see there are two distinct sets of memes forming.
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5.3. General conclusions and future work
The change in network structure has clear implications for the spread of both viruses and memes, and this is
an area that needs further investigation. General statistical methods need to be applied to the data, with more
simulation runs performed, in order to verify the effects seen and also for more quantitative comparison with
real data.
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